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Abstract 

: 

 

As we enter the noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era, we face the near-term prospect of demonstrating non-

trivial computations on quantum circuits consisting of 50 to a few hundred qubits without error correction. In this talk, I 

will discuss the challenges in quantum noise and opportunities in quantum simulation for quantum computing in NISQ 

era.  Specifically, I will present our recent progress on non-Markovian noise on quantum processor [1,2]. We propose 

protocols based on transfer tensor maps and spectral transfer tensor map to capture non-Markovianity and reconstruct 

the noise spectral density beyond pure dephasing models. I will also introduce the AI-assisted quantum algorithm in 

accelerating quantum annealing process[3], in which we propose a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm and 

QuantumZero (QZero) to automate the design of annealing schedules. At last, I will describe a Lyapunov control-

assisted quantum algorithm in accelerating quantum imaginary simulation and its realization on digital quantum 

computer [4]. 
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